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QUESTION 1

During the upgrade of your development system, you run into the adjustment of non- dictionary objects handled by
transaction SPAU There you find programs that are shown in status "automatic adjustment (green traffic tight). What will
happen with these programs when you continue with your upgrade without performing any other actions inside your
SAP system? 

A. SUM continues with the next phase and your modifications are kept as In the start release 

B. SUM continues with the next phase and your modifications are lost 

C. Before continuing with the next phase SUM asks for a modification adjustment transport 

D. SUM refuses to continue unless you have marked a transport request as modification adjustment transport 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In ICNV. How database operations synchronized between the source and the target table? 

A. Deletes are directly executed in the target table by delete trigger. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are upgrading a three-system landscape DEV - QAS - PRD. The upgrade project contains a Unicode conversion.
You have already upgraded the DEV and the QAS system but not yet the PRD system. What do you need to consider?
Please choose the correct answer. 

A. The upgrade of the PRD must be finished before you start new development in the DEV. 

B. The transport domain of systems DEV and QAS must differ from the transport domain of system PRD. 

C. The transport between Unicode and non-Unicode systems is forbidden. 

D. The upgrade of the PRD must be finished before you import any transports from the upgraded DEV system into the
PRD. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using the maintenance planner to calculate the required software components for your SAP S4HANA
conversion. What do you need to know regarding SUM? 
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A. As soon as the next SP level of SUM is available, the current version of SUM passes into "patch on request mode"
immediately. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

ICNV initialization does 3 

A. Creation of views 

B. Creation of flag 

C. Build index on flag column 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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